Save time and money with HUHAA-PRO Series Bundles!

The HUHAA-PRO Series Unit Heaters bundles the popular HUHAA unit heater with the most commonly-ordered accessories. Bundled options include our most popular safety and control accessories designed to make heating your space effortless and ordering a breeze.

### PRO Series Bundles

**HUHAA SERIES**

- Basic Model

  - When you need heat fast, this heater goes right to work.
  - Works with existing remote-mounted thermostats.
  - Ideal for replacement projects when no additional accessories are needed.

**HUHAA-PRO SERIES**

- Pro Bundle

  - The Pro Bundle includes the HUHAA Series Unit Heater with our most popular accessories.
  - Bundling accessories saves time and money.
  - Includes 24VAC Transformer for easy low voltage thermostat connection and future proofing.
  - Includes disconnect switch for safe and easy maintenance or repair.
  - Includes built-in single state thermostat for easy operation right out of the box.

**HUHAA-PRO+ SERIES**

- Pro+ Bundle

  - Take your heat to the next level with the HUHAA-Pro+ Series bundled with all the accessories you need.
  - Includes SmartSeries® Plus thermostat and B10 mounting bracket.
  - Connects to BACnet MS/TP Building Management Systems for easy control and monitoring.
  - Digital touchscreen with 7-day programmability for easy scheduling when BMS is not available.
  - Built-in cooling mode, keypad lock and programmable vacation mode with no extra components.

PRO Series bundles combine the most desired features with the best selling units!
# Why Order PRO Series Bundles?

## Bundled Features

- Includes 24VAC Transformer for easy low voltage thermostat connection and future proofing
- Includes disconnect switch for safe and easy maintenance or repair
- Includes built-in single state thermostat for easy operation right out of the box
- Standard ordering, so no time on the Configurator
- Mounting bracket comes standard and delivered in the same box
- SmartSeries Plus gives you immediate access to BACnet MS/TP for Building Management System connection
- Easy to program thermostat

## Spec Lock vs Competition

- Future proof and application flexibility
- Less downtime
- GC labor savings with factory installed thermostat
- Ordering time savings = faster delivery
- All-In-One Package: Ready to install
- Best in Class BMS integration and programming
- General Contractor and Facility Manager save time, money, and energy
Why SmartSeries© Plus?

**Constant Monitoring**
When an issue arises it is noticed and repaired sooner which reduces downtime

Average repair takes 4 days

With Pro+ this can be reduced to 2–3 days

**Single Control Point**
Parameters easily changed on multiple units all at once, which ensures proper operation and reduces labor time for facility manager.

1 hour of labor 1x’s week @ $30/hr. = $1,560 a year in savings

**Run When Needed**
Operator can reduce setpoint or set unit to idle when user comfort is not priority which reduces energy consumption

Avg kW/hr = $0.0104

3kW unit running for 24 hours a day = $7.49
3kW unit running at max for 8 hours, then 3/4 for 16 hours = $5.82

Savings = $610 a year

Customer Saves Money!

Additional Savings:
- Easier navigation using touchscreen saves time programming
- Local programmable schedule saves money by running only when needed and schedule only needs to be set once
- Vacation or Setback mode drops temperature setpoint reduces overall spend compared to unit running at full output
- Temporary override keeps heater running longer provides better user experience
- Keypad can lock out unintended changes or tampering peace of mind unit is running how it should be

Building Management Systems are the way of the future!

* Savings and calculations were estimates based on local rates. Savings can and will differ by region, operation parameters, and product usage.
Marley Engineered Products, LLC draws upon a long history of providing reliable comfort heating and ventilation solutions. We have manufacturing operations in Bennettsville, South Carolina along with regional sales representatives located throughout the United States and an administrative office in Burr Ridge, Illinois. Building on a reputation of quality and innovation, we are committed to creating Simplified Solutions for our Complex World™.

Installed in homes, offices, schools, restaurants, hotels, sports arenas, manufacturing plants and other facilities throughout North America, Marley Engineered Products are among the most well-respected and often used in the building industry.